WORKSHOP
Slavery, Secession, the Civil War, and Reconstruction

LOCATION
Art Museum of South Texas
1902 N. Shoreline Drive
Corpus Christi, Texas 78401

DATE
Thursday, February 11
7:45 a.m.–3:50 p.m.

2016 HUMANITIES TEXAS TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

8:30–8:45 a.m.  Opening remarks
Joseph Schenk
Art Museum of South Texas

Michael L. Gillette
Humanities Texas

8:45–9:30 a.m.  Slavery
Nikki Taylor
Texas Southern University

9:35–10:20 a.m.  Election of 1860
Andrew Torget
University of North Texas

10:40–11:25 a.m.  Secession
Daniel Feller
University of Tennessee

11:30 a.m.–12:15 p.m.  The Civil War
Jennifer L. Weber
University of Kansas

1:00–1:45 p.m.  Reconstruction
Michael Les Benedict
The Ohio State University

1:50–3:50 p.m.  Primary source seminars with faculty

THIS WORKSHOP WAS MADE POSSIBLE WITH SUPPORT FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS AND THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES.
TEACHER PARTICIPANTS

STEPHANI ALEMAN, A C BLUNT MIDDLE, ARANSAS PASS
NANCY ALLEN, ANGLETON H S, ANGLETON
MICHELLE BALLARD, ADAMS MIDDLE, ALICE
TIA BROWN, HOPE H S, PORT LAVACA
CHRISTI CASTELLANO, PLEASANTON J H, PLEASANTON
SARAH CHAPMAN, FLOUR BLUFF H S, CORPUS CHRISTI
JESSICA CHAVARRIA, ADAMS MIDDLE, ALICE
LARA DIALLO, IDEA EDINBURG COLLEGE PREPARATORY, EDINBURG
ALYSIA ESCALANTE, PATTI WELDER MIDDLE, VICTORIA
SUSAN FIELDER, SANTA GERTRUDIS ACADEMY H S, KINGSVILLE
CYNTHIA GARCIA, ODEM J H, ODEM
REYNALDO GARZA, HAAS MIDDLE, CORPUS CHRISTI
JOSE GONZALES, CUNNINGHAM MIDDLE, CORPUS CHRISTI
SARA GUNN-MECHE, ROCKPORT–FULTON MIDDLE, ROCKPORT
TAMMY GUZMAN, BAKER MIDDLE, CORPUS CHRISTI
KRISTIN HALL, ADAMS MIDDLE, ALICE
MARGARET HALL, CLARK EL, PORTLAND
NICOLE HINOJOSA, CULLEN MIDDLE, CORPUS CHRISTI
KASEY HUMPHRIES, BAKER MIDDLE, CORPUS CHRISTI
ANDREW HURT, FLOUR BLUFF J H, CORPUS CHRISTI
LOIS JAIMES, MEMORIAL MIDDLE, KINGSVILLE
TRACIE JENSEN, CARROLL H S, CORPUS CHRISTI
AMANDA JENSEN, FLOUR BLUFF J H, CORPUS CHRISTI
JAMIE LYNN JONES, KING H S, CORPUS CHRISTI
SEAN LEVINGS, GRANT MIDDLE, CORPUS CHRISTI
BECKY LUTZKE, ADAMS MIDDLE, ALICE
LISA MADRID-TREJO, GRANT MIDDLE, CORPUS CHRISTI
ROBERTO MARTINEZ, ADAMS MIDDLE, ALICE
DONNA MASTERS, PLEASANTON J H, PLEASANTON
SERGIO MUNOZ, LA JOYA H S, LA JOYA
CARLA NAWARA, WEST BRAZOS J H, WEST COLUMBIA
SONIA NOYOLA, ALICE H S, ALICE
KAREN OLSON, FLOUR BLUFF J H, CORPUS CHRISTI
HOLLY ORTIZ, SOUTH PARK MIDDLE, CORPUS CHRISTI
KENNAN PACHECO, STUDENT SUPPORT CENTER, CORPUS CHRISTI
SEAN PICARAZZI, ROCKPORT–FULTON MIDDLE, ROCKPORT
KIM POORMAN, FLOUR BLUFF J H, CORPUS CHRISTI
CAROL QUINTANILLA, FLOUR BLUFF J H, CORPUS CHRISTI
RUBEN ROCHA, CULLEN MIDDLE, CORPUS CHRISTI
ANGELICA SANDERS, SOUTH PARK MIDDLE, CORPUS CHRISTI
ORLANDO SEDENJO, ADAMS MIDDLE, ALICE
CISSEY SMITH, BAKER MIDDLE, CORPUS CHRISTI
ILSA SULLIVAN–CHANG, FLOUR BLUFF H S, CORPUS CHRISTI
LYNNETTE THORNTON, PLEASANTON J H, PLEASANTON
WHITNEY WILLIAMS, ROCKPORT–FULTON MIDDLE, ROCKPORT
DOUGLAS WILSON, ROCKPORT–FULTON H S, ROCKPORT
ROBERT WISE, HAWTHORNE PK–8 ACADEMY, SAN ANTONIO
EMILY ZAMORA, CULLEN MIDDLE, CORPUS CHRISTI
JAMES ZAPALAC, A C BLUNT MIDDLE, ARANSAS PASS